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Abstract
The paper presents quantitative results of the conducted
empirical research, with the purpose of systematic
qualitative analysis of the influence of interactive
communication on the process of training personnel
for the tourism. Empirical research was conducted
in the dynamic interaction between researchers and
respondents, on a random sample (N=512) of students
on the high institution for personnel training in tourism
»Turistica«. Researchers used the method of multivariate
regression and factor analysis. In conducted research,
the authors are viewing tourism as a sociocultural
phenomenon in interaction space of joint tourism
work and living, in which diﬀerent educational culture
and communication at all levels of tourism education
(globally, regionally, nationally and locally) are facing.
The results of the empirical studies point to the necessity
of establishment of a new interactive learning and
communication culture in the process of higher education
in tourism. The new interactive communication culture
involves the use of new methods and technology of
organization management of the teaching process to a
competent training for new communicative discourse
of tourism (educational, professional, public, special,
touristic-corporative, governmental, touristic-political,
media, web and promotional). Research has shown that a
new educational and communicative touristical discourse
implies acquirement of new interactive, communicative
and translatological competence and knowledge for
management of dialogue between diﬀerent cultures in the
process of tourism and corporate social communication
and tourism activities. New interactive education in
tourism involves the acquisition of new knowledge in
touristic communication, methods and technology in
e-education of teachers / instructors and students for the
eﬀective media use and communication technology in
tourism education.
Research is systematic longitudinal sequal in the frame
of scientific project »Croatian media communication in
convergent environment« as a basis for establishment
of international scientific project »Intercultural touristic
business communication«.
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Sažetak
U radu se donose kvantitativni rezultati provedenog
empirijskog istraživanja sa svrhom sustavne istraživačke
kvalitativne analize utjecaja interaktivne komunikacije
na proces obrazovanja kadrova za turizam. Empirijsko
istraživanje je provedeno u dinamičkoj interakciji između
istraživača i ispitanika na slučajno odabranom uzorku od
(N=512) polaznika visokoškolske ustanove za obrazovanje
kadrova u turizmu »Turistica« metodom multivarijantne
faktorske i regresijske analize. Autori u provedenom
istraživanju promatraju turizam kao sociokulturni
fenomen u interakcijskom prostoru zajedničkog
turističkog rada i življenja u kojem se sučeljavaju
različite obrazovne komunikacijske kulture na svim
razinama turističkog obrazovanja: globalno, regionalno,
nacionalno i lokalno. Rezultati provedenog empirijskog
istraživanja ukazuju na nužnost uspostavljanja nove
interaktivne nastavne komunikacijske kulture u
procesu turističkog visokoškolskog obrazovanja. Nova
interaktivna komunikacijska kultura podrazumijeva
korištenje nove metodike i tehnologije upravljanja
organizacijom nastavnog procesa u cilju kompetentnog
osposobljavanja za novi komunikativni turistički
diskurs (obrazovni, stručni, javni, posebni, turističkokorporativni, državni, političko-turistički, medijski, web
i promocijski). Istraživanje je pokazalo da novi obrazovni
komunikativni turistički diskurs podrazumijeva stjecanje
novih interaktivnih, komunikativnih i translatoloških
kompetencijskih znanja za vođenje dijaloga između
različitih turističkih kultura u procesu socijalnog i
korporativnog turističkog sporazumijevanja i djelovanja.
Novo interaktivno obrazovanje u turizmu podrazumijeva
stjecanje novih znanja iz turističke komunikologije,
metodike i tehnologije e-obrazovanja predavača/
instruktora i studenata za djelotvorno korištenje medija
i komunikacijskih tehnologija u procesu turističkog
obrazovanja. Istraživanje se sustavno longitudinalno
nastavlja u okviru znanstvenog projekta »Hrvatska
medijska komunikacija u konvergentnom okruženju“
kao podloga za uspostavljanje
međunarodnog
znanstvenog
projekta
»Interkulturalna
turistička
poslovna komunikacija«.
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1. Introduction
The vast literature on the organization of schooling
has contributed much to the understanding of
schools and school systems. However, many
regions of Europe are continuously engaged for two
decades in a lively debate how to link employment,
education and training futures of the tourism
industry. Weiermair /1/ explicitly pointed out
that the accelerating pace of technological change
and market turbulence, demands radical changes
in learning concepts and learning environment
in tourism. Bureaucratic education based on a
scientific-management model of education is still
present in many education institutions and their
performance delivers mixed results. Shaw /2/
agrees with this statement, arguing that today’s
students live in a constantly and rapidly changing
world that is culturally diverse, and technologically
and media driven. Accelerating pace of changes in
the business, society and in the natural environment
oﬀers unique opportunities and threats both for
tourists, individuals and tourist organizations.
Educational systems and programs in tourism are
called to take the challenge of preparing students
of tourism to assume responsible roles in years to
come. They are especially important because they
are a sub-system and co-constitutive of the tourism
system. Specifically, they are a sub-system formed
by all study, teaching and other human interactions
aimed to keep, develop, enhance and transfer
tourism knowledge to society /3/.
According o Airey /4/ the structural changes like:
the context of general development of vocational
education; the enhancement of education in order
to maintain ca competitive advantage; a change
of mentality in the students, made participants to
become more aware of the employment potential
in their choice of degree of study. Further
structural changes that promoted competition
and recognition by colleges and universities
show that tourism studies are an easy way of
increasing student numbers when compared to
other disciplines. The most important factor is a
combination of all factors with a strong growth of
tourism throughout the world.
Changes of school curricula are closely related
to the changes of national education programs
and primarily to the organizational culture of
education institutions. To be eﬀective and to pursue
high quality standards, it is important for tourism
education systems’ to transform themselves from
a knowledge-transfer role to one of the developing
learning competences for students. Students of
tourism in the complex and permeable world need
more teacher attentions and culturally sensitive
ISSN 1330-0067
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approaches and guidance as ever before. Students
are not in a position to evaluate realistically their
knowledge and critically gaze upon the major
issues in tourism that seem so familiar and simple.
Each reform, which is systemic, organizational,
programmatic or methodical, requires teachers
who will carry it out. This could only be realized by
building learning culture and changing the nature
of the teacher student relationship. The fact that the
most important factor of changes in the educational
system is the teacher was proving in many research
projects and studies. Success of the whole reform
of school depends on whether the teacher accepts
these changes.
The proposed article seeks to build on the
invaluable contributions of the current theories
on political aspects of changes to learning
organization. Specifically, the article discusses
the changes of the role of those who teach and
plan curricula and learning activities in tourism
educational institutions. We argue that if school
learning is to be more relevant and meaningful for
the students of tourism as well as the communities
and organizations that are included in the tourism
business these changes should be implemented.

2. Learning culture in organization
In this section, we argue for a complex view
of organizational culture and its impact on
learning quality that integrates values, knowledge
structures, and beliefs, as well as practices, artifacts,
rituals, rules for social interactions, and roles that
groups develop overtime to follow common goals
/5/. Schein
/6/ defines organizational culture
as:”A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the
group learnt during the problem solving process”.
Organizational culture has two main tasks:
integrating individuals in into an eﬀective whole,
and adapting organization or institution eﬃciently
to an external environment. On the information
level, it operates as a system of free exchange and
flow of information. It is very important to note
that organizational culture fosters commitment to
learning and personal development of organizational
members. Besides, it stimulates learning from
experience, creativity and diversity in climate of
openness and trust /7/ . Organizational culture is
a learning system embedded in every organization
performance. Thus, every organization behaves
as a learning system. Peddler et al. /8/ argue that
those organizations that continually enhance their
capabilities fostered by open learning culture are
learning organizations.
To become learning organization, organization
must put in place mechanisms and processes that
Coden: IORME 7
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are capable of achieving their own sustainable
objectives and the objectives of communities in which
they participate. Amabile /9/ argues that learning
culture in an organization can be constructed. He
proposed six important categories that help to form
learning culture in an organization: (1) providing
employees with a challenge; (2) providing freedom
to innovate; (3) providing the resources needed to
create new ideas/products; (4) providing diversity
of perspectives and backgrounds within groups;
(5) providing supervisor encouragement; and (6)
providing organizational support. To achieve this
organization must behave as the open learning
system that communicates through established and
highly dynamical behaviour patterns. Diﬀerently,
learning culture as a system of communications
is a constantly evolving and is recreated through
the interaction with an internal and external
environment where interrelates with classroom
organization, other organizations and the larger
education system. In this context Searle /10/ argues
that we must not forget that learning takes place in
a socially constructed environment where learning
and context are intertwined. Organizational culture
as a context in which learning takes place influences
the learning type of organization and diﬀerentiates
it from other organizations. These diﬀerences
cannot be observed directly because they are a part
of a subconscious thought process that underlies
them /11/.
Developing a learning culture that encourages
innovation and values creativity is a challenge
to every organization, including educational
institutions that engage in the continuous learning
process producing new ideas and products /12/.
Thus, according to Serpell /13/ learning culture
is the major function of schooling. Argyris /14/
emphasises that schools’ learning culture main
goal is to maintain knowledge about new products
and processes linking it to the outside environment
and producing creative solutions. To achieve this,
organization must nurture quality co-operation
between individuals and groups supported by free,
reliable and trusted communication. And the very
objective of trusted communication is primarily to
deliver, keep, enlarge, empower, publish, deepen
and communicate the knowledge produced in
school context /15/. There are diﬀerent ways
and diverse factors for gathering and managing
knowledge within learning organization. Besides,
the social world of education institution is the
fertile medium for numerous communication
exchanges. Taylor /16/ for example, argues that
learning environment and facilities reflect what
is taught and learned, then both behavior and
learning are aﬀected by the design of environment.
ISSN 1330-0067

This system is based on “wholeness” that can make
a diﬀerence in creating schools to meet the need
of tomorrows’ students. As already mentioned,
learning capacity of organizational culture is
manifested through continuous communications
that adapt an organization to the internal and
external environment by involving all members
into the change processes. Kodjo and Changjun /17/
support the idea arguing that found organizational
learning is associated with employee motivation
and employee productivity. Additionally, Lohman
and Lohman /18/ research results reveal that an
unsupportive organizational culture, students
which are unwilling to participate, lack of time,
lack of proximity with colleagues, and unfulfilled
expectations of organization members, negatively
influences organizational learning. It is generally
acknowledged that expectations learnt and
internalized through socialization processes, guide
people’s behavior and social interactions. Coleman
/19/ identified a number of factors that influence and
have an impact on teachers and learner expectations
and their role boundaries that can cause conflict
when they remain unfulfilled. Further, Leithwood
et al. /20/ argue that eﬀective use of knowledge
always varies as a consequence of cultural features
and social practices manifested as class size,
student-grouping practices, teacher’s instructions
and the monitoring of students’ progress. Feldman
/21/ adds that these features are important for
the achievement of the striking balance between
individuality and social connectedness in the form
of learning community.

3. Involvement in the learning process
It is not easy to change the socioeconomic profile
of the school to adapt it to contemporary challenges.
Watkins and Marsick /22/ argue that essential role
of changes is to foster overall learning capacity
through relationship, participation, reciprocity and
membership based on shared goals. However, the
basic point is to change the context by changing
behavior. Context is equally important like the
background of personalities who people bring
to the situation. The starting point for changing
context is not the external environment. It is the
situation where educational programs are executed.
According to Wojciech /23/ to carry out the reform
of traditional school, a development of a new
model of education is required. It is supposed to be
radically diﬀerent from the contemporary learning
practice where radical organizational culture
changes should occur. In this context, Gladwell /24/
considering educational changes, points to a need
for the creation of a community to build around
Coden: IORME 7
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people wherever new beliefs and behavior could
be practical, expressed and nurtured. It is crucial
for him that changes reach the levels at which the
momentum for change becomes unstoppable.
Supporting the change idea, Gladwell /25/
figuratively states:”…ideas, products and messages
and behavior spread like viruses do.” However,
Ogawa and Russell’s /26/ preliminary review
suggests that school personnel must be highly
specialized and knowledgeable about implement
change ideas. Additionally, school must develop
fewer formal and centralized organizational
structures
and
implement
participatory
leadership based on a close relationship with
all stakeholders. Further, the multi-dimensional
forms of interdependence that are triggered by
change processes and characterized by teaching
and learning, require significant resources for
coordination and employing of sophisticated IKT
technology.

4. Informal leadership
capacity building

and

learning

A blank spot in theory shows that the research
literature has focused upon the formal leadership of
school principals in the evolvement of the learning
culture in schools. The political aspect of leadership
that concerns the interaction between teachers and
students in an open learning environment has
been neglected. The leader’s main responsibility
is to create conditions in the school environment
in which the learners can constantly get quality
instruction /27/. However, when large-scale
attempts to make social and educational changes
in schools occur, they provoke formal behavior and
enforce controlling mechanisms /28/. Results are
often associated with new bureaucratic obstacles,
and teachers’ professional skills are overridden.
The changes that are set in advance are doomed
to failure. According to Hughes /29/ the problem
lies in the political aspects of leadership that are
based on a personally held system of beliefs, values
and principles that are directed to the building
of a learning culture. The challenge of change
leadership lies in the fact how a teacher leads others
in the change processes, while still maintaining
good relationships with students and school
management /30/. Leader sets high expectations,
develops learners, supports necessary learning
environment and tracks progress. He or she makes
the school work and ensures full support for the
learning process to perform /31/. Mulford et al. /32/
research show that a successful high-performing
leadership helps transforming schools. According
to social movement theory, it is very important how
ISSN 1330-0067
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problems and solutions are framed, because they
influence the amount of resonance they achieve
with social actors to be mobilized /33/. Lawton /34/
and Thaman /35/ emphasized that the change of
a school curriculum as a selection of the best of a
culture and its transmission, is so important that
must not be left to chance, but to teachers. When
we analyze the factors of learning culture, we can
see that what really matters is a teacher-leader and
his or her relationship to students. Leithwood et al.
/36/ support this statement arguing that the total
eﬀects of leadership on student learning account for
about a quarter of total school eﬀects. Additionally,
Ogawa and Russell /37/ argue that conversation
and other collaborative activities contribute to learn
because they involve and reinforce the articulation
of developing knowledge. Greeno /38/ adds that
learning is allways a situation bound, and it occurs
in activity systems, where knowing and learning
involves the learner, other stakeholders, means,
and activities in which knowledge is applied. The
educational reform literature consistently highlights
that eﬀective leaders implement changes and have
powerful influence on a student’s ability to improve
its eﬀectiveness /39/. They build learning capacity,
which manifests in eﬀective problem solving in a
real environment. Capacity is a complex blend of
motivation, skill, positive learning, organizational
conditions and culture, and infrastructure of
support. According to Dixon /40/ the essence
of organizational learning is the organization’s
ability to use the amazing mental capacity of all
its members to create the kind of processes that
will self-improve. Put together, learning capacity
gives individuals, groups and, ultimately whole
school communities the power to get involved
in and sustain learning /41/. Harris /42/ connects
the capacity building to the process of creating
the conditions, opportunities and experiences
for collaboration and mutual learning. Research
conducted by Leithwood and /43/ confirmed that
eﬀective leaders exercise an indirect but powerful
influence on the eﬀectiveness of the school and on
the achievement of students.

5. Teacher leadership
implementing tool

as

a

change

However, Katzenmeyer and Moller /44/ are
convinced that student learning depends always
on teacher quality. Teachers are the key, and
their knowledge how to teach, is central to their
eﬀectiveness. Colflesh /45/ develops this idea by
arguing that teachers and principals must take
a huge step in transforming their school from
Coden: IORME 7
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bureaucratic to learning institutions. When learning
as a core success factor is in place, the changes in
learning culture begin that will benefit teachers and
students in the future /46/. According to Harris and
Muijs /47/ the prevailing role of a teacher as a leader
in the process of change and school improvement
and accountability is frequently confirmed. Wasley
/48/ for example, defines teacher leadership as:”
the ability to encourage colleagues to change, to do
things they wouldn’t ordinarily consider without
the influence of the leader”. By opening their
classroom practices to their peers, teachers-leaders
help to de-privatize teaching. The role of a teacher
is nowadays going through radical changes. It is
how a teacher designs the learning process and
designing is about fostering learning for everyone
in the process. Such leader-teacher helps students
to develop systematic understanding of knowledge
produced. Additionally, fostering learning is closely
related to empowerment of students. Kouzes and
Posner /49/ argue: ”If people are to feel strong, they
must develop their capacities.” Further they add:”
If people don’t have important opportunities to put
their talents to good use, they’ll wind up frustrated.”
People who are central to solving the organization’s
crucial problems have the most power. And people
who are capable of giving challenge to the people are
most powerful teachers /50/. Arie de Geus describes
learning somehow diﬀerently as the only sustainable
competitive advantage. As it is already noted it is
seen as a response to an increasingly unpredictable,
complex and dynamic business environment.
Daily contact with learners allows teachers to
exercise leadership and to be best prepared to take
decisions about curriculum and instruction and
this involvement in the learning culture creates
a better environment for students. According
to Boje /51/ it is very depressing when teachers
and students do not have a voice. He calls them
“dead” teachers and students. Teachers can make
them alive by supporting them and by giving
them advice and suggestions or share an example
with them. No formal environment is needed.
Postmodern informality is by no means the best
milieu for accepting information by students who
will use it in the learning process. Rosile and Boje
/52/ try to reconstruct commonly accepted images of
teacher/student and teaching/learning in ways that
overcome past dichotomies that privilege teacher
over the learner. Their reconstruction is based
on self-reflection, decenter, deconstruction, nonuniversalism, and uniqueness. The main challenge
of their view is based on the suggestion that every
element of pedagogy be subject to review. Gilson
/53/ sees the benefits of such change in learning
culture in fostering student’s independent thinking
ISSN 1330-0067

and active learning, while simultaneously subjecting
them to the hierarchical control and punishment
of instructor-entered schemes.
In concrete
circumstances this is not an easy task.
Institutional structures within an educational
organization often work for or against teacher
leadership. These structures based on institutional
norms and expectations, policies and procedures,
can hinder the teacher leadership. So minimizing
of the structural barriers within the educational
context based on the new learning culture, it is
necessary for teacher leadership to succeed /54/.
Within the school, teacher leaders have a strong
influence /55/. They feel empowered when they
are part of the decision making process and will
be more likely to work towards the establishing of
the learning culture and support the school mission
/56/. In schools where teachers are empowered to
be leaders, argues Terry /57/the focus of control for
the substance of organizational change shifts from
the headmaster to teachers. He argues:”It is an
evolutionary process that is totally dependent upon
principals trusting teachers and teachers trusting
their principals.” Wilson /58/ elaborates this view
pointing to a diﬃculty of a leadership role arguing:
“The very capabilities that distinguish teacher
leaders from others in the high school environment
risk-taking, collaboration, and role modeling
produce tensions between them and colleagues.”
The new role of a teacher is by no means a
postmodern role. Its contents are based on the view
of postmodern individual, who is for Rossenau /59/
a vantage point to postmodern pedagogy and has:
“…a multiplicity of fragmented identities with no
distinct reference points, dispersed not concentrated,
unrehearsed, not organized. He or she focuses on
choice, autonomy, and personal liberation and does
not need ideological consistency.” Wilson /60/ sees
the change in learning process as curricular and
instructional innovation that motivates students
from a wide range of backgrounds and abilities.
Institutions of higher education and continued
learning have to come to understand that they
must be more than a diploma and/or certification
mills. One of the ways to achieve this is to develop
learning culture that fosters high quality teaching.
This is the main objective of the study presented
here. An empirical study is performed to aid in
validating the proposed role of learning culture in
the Turistica – College for tourism and in its three
subsidiaries in Slovenia. Building upon its findings
it is hypothesised that the learning culture is the
indicator of quality of teaching:
H1: The involvement of students in the building
of learning culture fosters the gaining of the high
quality of their skills and competencies.
Coden: IORME 7
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6. Research methods
In the research, we used some multivariate
techniques like factor analysis and regression
analysis to analyse the relationship between learning
culture and the cognitions of the educational
programme quality.
6.1 Sample
We included 512 regular and irregular students
in our research that studied in the college of tourism
studies Turistica and took place during the first
semester of tourism studies in the year 2006. There
were 384 women (75%) and 128 men (25%) from all
college locations in Slovenia included in the sample.
Their average age was 24 years, and they were from
19 to be 47 years old. The large number of students
(N =512) participated in the study. The majority of
the sample N = 372 (72, 66%) consisted of part time
students, and the minority of the sample N = 140
(23, 34%) consisted of regular students. Students
were 24 years of age and were from 19 to be 47 years
old.
6.2 Instruments
The questionnaire in our study was administered
in a Turistica - College of tourism studies who was
at the time of the conducting of our research the
only college for tourism studies. By questioning
the students, we gained some understanding
as to how they integrated their learning quality
cognitions with learning culture of the college.
However, we were aware of that we could get the
selective information how the learning culture in
the college actually works. Our initial research in
learning culture adopted a framework with four
dimensions developed by Denison who thoroughly
researched the impact of organizational culture
on organization’s eﬀectiveness in diverse business
and service settings. Questionnaire according
to theoretical model consisted of four groups of
questions: Involvement (21 items), Adaptability (14
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items), Consistency (five items), and Mission (10
items) with the Likert type measurement scale from
1 (totally disagree) to 5 (agree completely).

7. Interpretation of results of the study
We analyzed the data of the study using principal
components factor analysis and regression analysis.
As a test of reliability we used Cronbach’s alpha test.
7.1 Factor Analysis
We started the examination of the survey
data using principal component factor analysis
as extraction method. Varimax normalized as
a technique of rotation was used for further
clarification of the set of variables. The set consisted
of items about the learning culture in the college
of tourism studies. Specifying four factors were
found to have produced the most interpretable
results. These factors were interpreted as: ‘Learning
involvement’, and ‘Learning adaptability’, and
‘Learning consistency’, and ‘Learning mission’.
The 50 items included in the factor analysis
explain 36, 61% of the whole variance. The first factor
(F1) named ‘Learning involvement’ explained (14,
14 %) of variance. The second factor (F2) ‘Learning
adaptability’ explained (12, 50 %) of variance, and
the third factor (F3) named as ‘Learning consistency’
explained (6, 07 %) of variance. Fourth factor (F4)
named ‘Learning mission’, yielded (3, 91 %) of
variance.
Table’s 1, 2, 3, and 4 depict the loading of 50
items on each factor. We dropped the items with the
lower loadings than .35, from the further analysis.
Moreover, Cronbach’s alfa test of reliability of
factors in the factor analysis shows that factors:
‘Learning involvement’ (Cronbach’s alfa =, 89),
‘Learning adaptability’ (Cronbach’s alfa =, 86),
‘Learning consistency’ (Cronbach’s alfa =, 71), and
factor ‘Learning Mission’ (Cronbach’s alfa =, 75) are
all highly reliable.

Variable

Factor

Mean

Std

Cronbach
’s alfa

F1 - Learning involvement
The contents of the learning modules are a challenge for me.
Teachers give me very useful feedback about my progress.
Curriculum develops my team work competencies.
Learning modules give me clear guidance and all expectations are clear

ISSN 1330-0067

0,43

3,36

0,94

0,54

2,28

1,02

0,64

2,94

1,02

0,60

2,97

0,97
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Variable

Factor

Mean

Std

Cronbach
’s alfa

F1 - Learning involvement
Teachers motivate me to do my best.
All learning modules sharpen my analytical competencies.

0,66

2,52

1,01

0,65

2,90

0,90

0,58

2,94

0,88

0,49

2,72

1,06

0,62

2,53

0,98

0,62

2,83

0,84

0,64

2,96

0,94

0,63

3,16

1,02

0,53

3,09

1,02

0,62

2,97

0,95

0,43

3,51

1,08

0,53

2,06

0,86

0,55

2,94

1,07

0,42

3,19

1,26

0,38

2,67

1,20

0,55

2,74

1,00

0,62

3,07

0,86

2,87

0,99

The issue of all learning modules is the confidence in my ability to solve
complex problems, including ones with unknown result.
Learning modules motivate me to continuous learning.
Teachers really make a great effort to make me understand my learning
problems.
All learning modules accelerate my problem solving skills.
My teachers are especially good at instructing.
Teachers try very hard to make their learning module interesting.
All learning modules develop my communication skills.
All learning modules develop my organizational competencies.
Teachers tell me in advance what their expectations are.
Teachers put a lot of time into the analysis of my work.

0,89

I have a feeling that I am the part of a group of students and teachers who
Are keen to learn.
Seminars, field and laboratory exercises are very valuable experience for
me.
Quality of learning texts, library and information support satisfy my
learning needs.
I am satisfied with information and directions about the value of the
curriculum in the process of career building.
I am satisfied with overall quality of curricula.
TOTAL

Table 1: Learning involvement attitudes

Involvement is about building students’ capability,
educational program ownership, and responsibility.
These items in the factor particularly reflect
developing competencies, informing and involving
students and getting them engaged: ’Teachers
motivate me to do my best.’ (0, 66); ‘All learning
ISSN 1330-0067

modules sharpen my analytical competencies.’
(0, 65)‘, and: ‘My teachers are especially good at
instructing.’ (0, 64), have the highest correlations
in the factor. Additionally, highly correlated in the
factor is the item:’ Curriculum develops my team
work competencies’ (0, 64).
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Variable

Factor

Mean

StD

0,51

4,22

0,81

0,58

4,34

0,78

0,55

4,04

0,92

0,65

4,20

0,85

0,69

4,14

0,85

0,54

4,20

0,89

0,57

4,23

1,02

0,52

3,92

0,83

0,61

3,95

0,86

0,58

3,73

1,00

0,62

4,14

0,80

0,44

4,51

0,77

0,45

4,58

0,68

0,61

4,36

0,86

4, 18

0,85

300

Cronbach
’s alfa

F - Learning adaptability
Time management allows teachers to devote more time to students.
Communication between teachers and students is good.
Students have more clear information of what is expected of them.
Feedback information to students should is accurate.
The variety of the learning feedback is substantial.
The offer of selection of learning modules is diversified.
Time management of curriculum is good.
Learning modules are interconnected.
There should is emphasis on lecturing in the future.
Learning modules burden is spread.
Productivity of the learning process is emphasized.
The practices and skill learning has priority.
There is a comprehensive consulting for the career options.
Learning devices, textbooks and computer support are continuously
accessible.
TOTAL

0,86

Table2: Learning adaptability

Factor ‘Adaptability’ is focusing on college’s
college’s ability to adapt quickly to the signals from
the external learning environment. The items: ‘The
contents of the learning feedback should be more
substantial.’ (0, 69); ‘Feedback information is accurate.’
(0, 65); ‘Productivity of the learning process is

emphasized.’ (0, 62), and ‘Learning devices, textbooks
and computer supports are immediately accessible.’
(0, 61), have the highest correlations with the factor.
This factor shows that quality feedback, learning
productivity and the quality of learning media should
be the contents of the future learning process.

Variable
F4 - Learning mission
Personal development of the students has priority.
Social contacts between students and administrative staff are excellent.
Subjects in the curriculum are diversified enough.
Our high school develops educational programs that fulfill business expectatio
Curriculum emphasizes development of academic competences.
Curriculum develops practical and work oriented skills.
Team work is common method of learning in our educational program.
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Factor

Mean

StD

0,48

4,06

0,91

0,53

4,04

0,87

0,46

4,09

0,82

0,33

4,05

0,89

0,59

3,87

0,87

0,50

4,08

0,91

0,45

3,75

0,96

Cronbach
’s alfa

0,75
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Variable
F4 - Learning mission
P
ld
l
f h
d
h
Subjects are assessed with combinations of various methods of evaluation.
Practicums are preferred way of gaining experiences.
Practical work is very important part of our curriculum.

Factor

Mean

StD

0,59

3,79

1,01

0,52

4,26

0,84

0,50

4,05

0,87

3,99

0,92

TOTAL

Cronbach
’s alfa

Table 3: Learning consistency

Factor ‘Consistency’ examines whether internal
learning culture in the college in the investigation
is strong and cohesive. Items: ‘Curriculum
imposes a great load on me.’ (0, 73); ‘Curriculum
is extremely demanding.’ (0, 72); ‘To be successful
in our college you must have excellent memory.’

(0, 67); ‘The selection of subjects is so voluminous
that they are not manageable.’(0, 62), have the
highest correlations with the factor. They describe
the consistency by investigating the power and
cohesiveness of the learning culture. Obviously, in
the study there is a serious lack of cohesiveness.

Variable
F4 - Learning mission
Personal development of the students has priority.
Social contacts between students and administrative staff are excellent.
Subjects in the curriculum are diversified enough.
Our high school develops educational programs that fulfill business expectatio
Curriculum emphasizes development of academic competences.
Curriculum develops practical and work oriented skills.
Team work is common method of learning in our educational program.
Subjects are assessed with combinations of various methods of evaluation.
Practicums are preferred way of gaining experiences.
Practical work is very important part of our curriculum.
TOTAL

Factor

Mean

StD

0,48

4,06

0,91

0,53

4,04

0,87

0,46

4,09

0,82

0,33

4,05

0,89

0,59

3,87

0,87

0,50

4,08

0,91

0,45

3,75

0,96

0,59

3,79

1,01

0,52

4,26

0,84

0,50

4,05

0,87

3,99

0,92

Cronbach
’s alfa

0,75

Table 4: Learning mission

Successful schools have a clear sense of
purpose that defines long-term directions.
Mission of the school is systematically aimed
to build comprehensive learning culture. Items:
‘Curriculum emphasizes the development of
academic competencies’ (0, 59); ‘Subjects are
assessed with combinations of various methods of

evaluation.’(0, 59); ‘Social contacts between students
and administrative staﬀ are excellent.’ (0, 53), have
the highest correlations with the factor ‘Learning
mission’. Factor shows that the mission of the
tourism college is directed towards the development
of academic competencies accompanied with
quality research skills and social competencies.

variable
Perception of quality in %
Assessed learning quality from 0 to 100%

Mean %

StD

58, 82 %

18,21

Table 5: Dependent variable ‘Perception of quality’
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The quality of learning culture in the college
of tourism studies was assessed in percent.
Respondents assessed the quality of the learning
process in percent from 0% to 100%. The result
shows that respondents are not very satisfied with
the quality of the learning process (Q = 58, 82 %).
This result aims at radical changes in the future.

7.2 Regression analysis
The objective of this study was to examine how
learning culture can predict the perceptions of the
quality of the educational program in the college
of tourism studies. Given the experience focus of
our study, we opted to use the satisfaction of the
college students measured as the percent of the
perceived learning quality with the educational
program. According to the Table 6 Learning
involvement is the only learning quality predictor

q

y

p g
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(R2 = 0, 37; F = 33, 45; p<0.00000***).
All other dimensions of learning culture failed
to predict the perceptions of the educational
programme quality. Such a finding implies that
learning culture is based on involvement of the
stakeholders of college of tourism in the learning
process. The central role of a teacher-leader in
a learning process is evident because this item
has the highest correlation with factor ‘Learning
involvement’.
The
learning
involvement
develops when teachers-leaders are deeply
involved in learning process as motivators,
instructors, mentors, guides and analysers. When
all stakeholders, and especially teachers, are
involved in the learning process and communicate
clear expectations, students gain excellent and
relevant analytical, team-work competencies,
as well as problem-solving, communication and
practical skills.

g

Variable

Relationship

ȱȱǻΆǼ

0,61*

Adjusted R2

0,37***

F-ratio

33, 45

ǱȱȘǰȱŖǯŖśǲȱȘȘǰȱŖǯŖŗǲȱȘȘȘǰȱŖǯŖŖŗǲȱȱȱȱ£ȱȱ

Table 6: Regression of learning culture dimensions on quality

8. Discussion
This study took the perspective that a culture
of organizational learning is all about developing
and applying intellectual capital in ways that
make college of tourism more productive. The
main purpose of this study was to examine the
relationship between organizational learning
culture and perceptions of the quality of learning.
The results supported hypothesized relationship.
Findings indicated that organizational learning
culture can predict the quality of learning
process based on active involvement of all
stakeholders through involvement, development
and informing and their engagement. The results
of this study are unique because it emphasizes
the impact of political aspects in the form of
leadership on learning quality. Although many
researchers of learning culture have suggested
that learning-oriented cultures can substantially
influence organizational eﬀectiveness, very
little research has addressed this issue in the
realm of teaching quality. The results of this
ISSN 1330-0067

study are particularly interesting because they
suggest that learning organizational culture as
an eﬀective communication tool supported by
strong leadership can indeed influence learning
quality. There is a considerable consensus today
that a key quality advantage for schools lies in the
ability to learn and to foster a learning process,
be responsive and to innovate. Increasingly
challenging global forces that are powerful,
dynamic, and often ambiguous, impact all
organizations in the field of tourism. To stay
competitive they must employ educated, creative
and communicative workforce that tourism
education institutions must produce. The results
of this study indicated that the work environment
in the form of organizational learning culture is
important for schools to address the right issues
and to develop competitive competencies and
skills. It is therefore, essential that schools give
more emphasis to maximize creativity through
teacher-leader teaching practices, and to analyze
their organizational culture to determine what
changes may be needed to facilitate learning and
Coden: IORME 7
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its application to creative problem solving.
Teacher in our study is the by no means
ultimate key to educational change and building
the excellent learning culture. Clearly, teachers
teach by experience and by the knowledge they
are influenced by the learning culture in their
institutions. To improve learning culture of
the college to become more proactive, adaptive
and future oriented is a very complex task.
The vantage point from instructive to learning
culture is hidden in building the real learning
environment. In this process, all stakeholders
must participate. Nevertheless, our research
findings are somehow compatible with Lemke,
Coughlin, Thadani and Martin (2003) research
results, which point to the role of the teacher as
one of the core success factors in the implementing
process orienting teaching in the future of tourism
studies. Additionally, these systems must be
more robust, students’ relevant and socially
and business oriented. Competencies and skills
get easily out-dated and must be continuously
updated, renewed and sometimes event rebuilt.
The curriculum in the contemporary education
institution in the field of tourism because of
their bureaucratic nature cannot fit all situations
and needs, and will inevitably fail in the future.
Every student has its own professional profile,
learning needs and learning style and level of
already built competencies. New teacher-leader
role should be developed to support individual
and group learning resulting in transferable
skills and competencies such as communication
skills, team-working skills, problem-solving
skills, and analytical skills. Katay and Ratz (2007)
research shows that employers in tourism seek
for transferable competencies and confirm the
need for a new communication patterns to build
effective learning culture. Overall, the findings
of our study show that organizational learning
culture can predict the quality of learning
process based on active involvement of all
stakeholders through involvement, development
and informing and their engagement. Many
researchers of learning culture have suggested
that
learning-oriented
cultures
influence
organizations’ effectiveness, but our study
adds new concept of teachers’ role that fosters
the interaction with students in the process of
learning culture change in the college of tourism.
Further, findings suggest that involvement of all
stakeholders in the change process, particularly
the involvement of students, develops high
quality learning context that produces high
quality skills and competencies for the future
tourism business success.
ISSN 1330-0067

9. Conclusion
The results of regression analysis show that the
active involvement of the student in the learning
process is the only dimension of the learning
culture that supports the quality of skills and
competencies gained in the education process.
All other dimensions and age of respondents
do not significantly impact the quality of
learning process. We propose that high quality
competencies in the future tourism studies are
to be satisfied by building learning communities
that must behave like open learning system that
involves all stakeholders in the learning process.
Future learning culture should involve students
at the beginning of the learning process where
they play active role in choosing and developing
of the learning processes that fit their own needs
and expectations regarding their future role in
the tourism business activities.
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